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Background: Magnetocardiography (MCG) has been shown to non-invasively detect coronary artery
stenosis (CAS). Emergency department (ED) patients with possible acute coronary syndrome (ACS) are
commonly placed in an observation unit (OU) for further evaluation. Our objective was to compare a
novel MCG analysis system with stress testing (ST) and/or coronary angiography (CA) in non-high risk
EDOU chest pain patients.
Methods: This is a prospective pilot study of non-high risk EDOU chest pain patients evaluated with ST
and/or CA that underwent a resting 90-second MCG scan between August 2017 and February 2018. A
positive MCG scan was defined as having current dipole deviations with dispersion or splitting during
the repolarization phase. ST, CA and major adverse cardiac events (MACE) 30 days and 6 months post-
discharge assessed.
Results: Of 101 study patients, mean age was 56 years and 53.6% were male. MCG scan sensitivity with
95% CI was 27.3% [7.3%, 60.7%], specificity 77.8% [67.5%, 85.6%], PPV 13.0% [3.4%, 34.7%] and NPV 89.7%
[80.3%, 95.2%] compared to ST, and 33.3% [7.5%, 70.7%], 78.3% [68.4%, 86.2%], 13% [5.2%, 29.0%] and
92.3% [88.2%, 95.1%] respectively compared to ST and CA. No patients had positive ST, CA or MACE 30 days
and 6 months post-discharge.
Conclusion: This pilot study suggests a resting 90-second MCG scan shows promise in evaluating EDOU
chest pain patients for CAS and warrants further study as an alternative testing modality to identify
patients safe for discharge. Larger studies are needed to assess accuracy of MCG using this novel analysis
system.

� 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

1.1. Background and importance

Cardiovascular disease remains the leading cause of death
among men and women in the United States, representing over
25% of all-cause mortality [1]. Approximately 8 million Americans
present to the Emergency Department (ED) with chest pain, mak-
ing it the second most common chief complaint [2]. Emergency
physicians are tasked with rapidly identifying patients with acute
coronary syndrome (ACS) to optimize care and outcomes, while
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also identifying patients who can be safely discharged. Only a
minority of patients are high-risk for ACS and will rule in for ACS
with either ECG changes consistent with ischemia or infarction,
positive serial cardiac biomarkers, or other high-risk features [3].
The majority will not have a diagnosis of ACS after initial ED eval-
uation and have a normal or non-diagnostic ECG and normal
cardiac biomarkers [3,4]. These patients where there is still a con-
cern for possible ACS are commonly placed in an observation unit
(OU) for further monitoring, cardiac diagnostic testing and/or car-
diology consultation [4,5]. This results in further hospital resource
utilization, including a longer hospital stay and often diagnostic
testing that exposes patients to radiation or more invasive tests.

Magnetocardiography (MCG) is a method of noninvasive mea-
surement and mapping of the magnetic field arising from the phys-
iologic electrical activity of the heart. The first reports of using
MCG technology in the United States was over 50 years ago [6,7].
Similar to an ECG, MCG has morphological features such as a QRS
complexes and P-and T-waves. Information about the electrical
activity of the heart is obtained passively. The benefit of MCG is
that data can be collected rapidly, at rest, and without radiation.
MCG does not require contact with the patient’s skin as it is much
less affected by conductivity variations of different tissues in the
body [8]. In the 19800s, the development of superconducting quan-
tum interference (SQUID) technology which can detect weak mag-
netic fields generated by cardiac electrical currents significantly
improved MCG sensitivity [9]. This allowed for human studies to
compare ECG with MCG in patients with various cardiac disorders,
including studying cardiac depolarization abnormalities [10,11].
Until the 1990s, only single-channel MCG was available and car-
diac field maps had to be performed by recording the patient over
sequential positions. Subsequently, multichannel MCG mapping,
which involves simultaneous mapping from multiple locations,
was introduced [12,13]. This enabled localization of cardiac
arrhythmias and arrhythmogenic risk assessment and became
one of the first clinical applications of MCG.

Clinical application of MCG in the detection of coronary artery
disease (CAD) also followed. An early study by Chaikovsky et al.
found that MCG data analyzed in current density vector maps
and current line maps of healthy patients without CAD showed a
homogeneous distribution of currents whereas maps from patients
with CAD showed additional current areas with a deviated direc-
tion that was posited to reflect the anatomy of ischemic area and
possibly the corresponding involved coronary artery [14].

Clinical studies have investigated MCG in the detection of CAD
in patients with chest pain [15–17]. MCG can detect magnetic field
strengths created by cardiac ion currents within myocytes and can
more accurately detect depolarization and repolarization abnor-
malities seen in cardiac ischemia compared with ECG [18,19].
Studies have also found MCG detects abnormalities in patients
with normal ECGs and negative cardiac biomarkers [17,20]. An
early study by Sato et al. found that MCG was more sensitive in
detection of myocardial ischemia than a 12-lead ECG or echocar-
diography [21]. More recent studies have also demonstrated
MCG to be superior to echocardiography in detection of acute
ischemia [22,23].

Most studies evaluating MCG in patients with chest pain
include non-ED patients with known CAD, or patients with ACS
or at high risk for ACS evaluated with coronary angiography (CA)
[17,20,22–25]. Of great importance to the emergency physician is
which patients presenting with acute chest pain without a clear
diagnosis of ACS or non-ACS but with possible ACS after initial
ED evaluation can be safely discharged. No study has prospectively
evaluated the use of MCG in these non-high-risk ED chest pain
patients to assess for coronary artery stenosis (CAS) or directly
compared MCG to traditional cardiac diagnostic testing performed
in this patient population. Cardioflux (CF) is a novel MCG imaging
and analysis system (developed by Genetesis, Inc. 5412 Course-
view Drive Suite 150, Mason, OH 45,040 Mason, OH) that uses a
series of diagnostic algorithms to convert and interpret magnetic
field data into dynamic images with a total imaging time of 90 s.
The aims of this pilot study were to evaluate the utilization of a
90-second resting MCG scan using this novel imaging and analysis
system to assess for CAS in non-high risk EDOU patients and
compare these results to current diagnostic testing, stress testing
(ST) and/or CA.
2. Methods

2.1. Study design and setting

This was a prospective, single center pilot study of ED patients
placed in an Emergency Department Observation Unit (EDOU) for
evaluation of non-high risk chest pain that underwent a
90-second MCG scan between August 2017 and February 2018 in
an urban teaching hospital with >100 000 ED patient visits per
year. The EDOU is a 30-bed unit located directly above the ED,
staffed by attending emergency medicine physicians. This study
was approved by the hospital Institutional Review Board and reg-
istered in ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT03255772).

2.2. Selection of participants

This was a convenience sample of potentially eligible patients
that were approached during regular business hours when a
research assistant was available. Consents were obtained for study
participation and release of medical information. Each patient was
assigned a chronologic study number.

Patients presenting to our ED with acute chest pain suspicious
for ACS undergo a standard clinical evaluation that includes ECG
and two cTnT blood draws three hours apart. Our hospital uses
cTnT measured in a central laboratory with a lower limit of detec-
tion of 0.01 mcg/L and a 10% coefficient of variation of 0.03–0.06
mcg/L. A decision limit for normal of <0.03 mcg/L and a positive
value as �0.10 mcg/L is used. Patients with a diagnosis of ACS after
initial ED evaluation undergo standard of care therapy with emer-
gent CA or medical management and admission to an inpatient
cardiac telemetry unit. Patients with non-ACS are discharged from
the ED. Per our ED protocol, non-high risk ED chest pain patients
with possible ACS are those that have a normal or non-diagnostic
ECG and negative cTnT results and are then placed in the EDOU
for further monitoring, stress testing and /or cardiology consulta-
tion. Patients with ECG findings of ischemia or patients with new
ST-T ischemic changes compared to the basal ECG (if available)
are admitted and treated for ACS and not placed in the EDOU.

2.3. Study protocol

Study inclusion criteria were non-high risk EDOU patients
�18 years of age presenting to the ED with acute chest pain and
possible ACS with a normal or non-diagnostic ECG and two nega-
tive cardiac troponin T (cTnT) results 3 h apart that consented to
having an MCG scan. Exclusion criteria included patients with
metallic items in the chest area, claustrophobia, non-ambulatory,
unable to fit into the MCG device or lie supine for 2 min, atrial
fibrillation with rapid ventricular response, prisoners, and repeat
participants.

Diagnostic evaluation with ST followed our EDOU protocol: per-
santine stress test (PST) if patients were unable to ambulate and
had either a LBBB, previous coronary intervention, automated
external defibrillator, pacemaker or cardiomyopathy with low
ejection fraction; patients that did not qualify for PST underwent



Fig. 1. Cardioflux device.
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stress echocardiography (SE) if able to do treadmill exercise or
dobutamine echocardiography (DE) if unable. PST was performed
with single photon emission computed tomography myocardial
perfusion imaging (SPECT-MPI) after tetrofosmin injection and at
2 to 4 h of rest after first injection. A positive ST was defined as
positive if a new or worsened segmental wall motion abnormality
was detected on echocardiography, or if a new or worsened perfu-
sion defect was present on nuclear imaging. When the endo-
cardium was not adequately visualized during echocardiography,
intravenous contrast was infused. The decision to undergo CA
was left to the discretion of the consulting cardiologist. A positive
CA was defined as �50% stenosis of at least one coronary artery
branch of first or secondary order.

The MCG device was located in a non-magnetically shielded
room down the hall from the EDOU comprised of a bed on rails
and shielding chamber to prevent outside magnetic interference.
(Fig. 1) The device was plugged into a standard (U.S.) 120 V electri-
cal outlet. The device is FDA 510 K pending and there was no
requirement for Investigational Device Exemption (IDE) due to
minimal risk determination by the IRB. With the patient supine,
a sensor plate containing 14 optically pumped magnetic field sen-
sors was positioned about an inch above the chest area, the patient
was moved into the chamber and a 90-second scan was obtained
and stored in an encrypted database and sent to a HIPAA secure
Fig. 2. Patient flow through study. *ST (stress tests) CA (c
cloud. Patients underwent MCG scanning either prior to ST or CA,
or immediately after ST.

The MCG device signal quality was evaluated by an automated
function of the software, and secondarily by Genetesis personnel.
The MCG scan data was aggregated and processed into 3 compo-
nents: averaged MCG waveforms, Equivalent Current Dipole
(ECD), and magnetic field maps. ECD provides a mathematical
model to measure and localize the movement of current wavefront
within the myocardium at different points in the cardiac cycle.
These components were analyzed by the CF software algorithms
to look for significant deviations from a referenced database of nor-
mal MCG imaging. Because cardiac ischemia causes biologic injury
currents and repolarization abnormalities reflected as abnormali-
ties in the magnetic field pictures, it was theorized that shifts in
dipole angulation or disorganization in the magnetic field map
during repolarization would indicate coronary artery stenosis,
and the greater these changes the greater the degree of stenosis.
Patients without significant coronary artery stenosis would have
organized magnetic dipole orientation without dispersion or split-
ting during the repolarization phase. Therefore, an automated
report of negative MCG scan was defined as having no current
dipole deviation pattern and a positive MCG scan was defined as
having current dipole deviation with dispersion or splitting during
the repolarization phase compared to a referenced database of
normal MCG imaging.

Hospital data were collected using the hospital electronic
medical record (EMR) and included patient demographics, cardiac
risk factors, cardiac co-morbidities, laboratory reports, consultant
reports, diagnostic and operative reports, and discharge diagnoses.
Assessment of further diagnostic testing with ST or CA and MACE
30 days and 6 months post-discharge as well as 30-day ED
re-visits was performed via review of the hospital EMR.

The treating emergency physicians and cardiologists were
blinded to the results of the MCG scans and the study team was
blinded to the results of the MCG scans until after patient dis-
charge and all index visit testing results were in the hospital
EMR. All patient and hospital data and diagnostic testing results
were entered into a secure Research Electronic Data Capture
(REDCap) form that was blinded to the Genetesis personnel.
2.4. Data analysis

Characteristics of the study group were described using the
mean and standard deviation for continuous variables and
oronary angiography) MCG (magnetocardiography).
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frequency distributions for categorical variables. MCG scan results
were compared first with only ST results. In a separate analysis, if a
patient underwent both an ST and CA, the result of the CA was used
in the data analysis instead of the ST result to compare with the
MCG scan results as CA is the more accurate diagnostic test for
CAD. Data analysis were performed with SPSS v. 24.0.
3. Results

Of 125 consented patients, 101 underwent MCG scanning and
were included in the data analysis. See Fig. 2. A total of 24 patients
were excluded. Eleven patients were not scanned due to: body
habitus (5 patients), claustrophobia (3 patients), metal in thorax
Fig. 3. Magnetocardiogram examples 3a) A normal magnetocardiography (MCG) scan
deviations within the myocardium as demonstrated by lack of angle shift (see blue arro
onset) and T wave peak (T-peak). 3b) An abnormal MCG scan demonstrating significa
abnormal MCG scan with significant disruption of myocardial current demonstrated by
compared to T-onset. *MCG (magnetocardiography), T-onset (onset of the T wave), T-pe
(1 patient), vasovagal episode (1 patient) or leaving the OU
(1 patient) prior to scanning. Eleven MCG scans were inadequate
and had incomplete sensor capture due to body habitus and
patient movement; and two patients did not undergo any further
testing after cardiology evaluation so were excluded since there
was no diagnostic testing performed for comparison. A total of
97 patients underwent ST and 18 patients underwent CA. There
were 14 patients who underwent both ST followed by CA during
the index visit and 4 patients who underwent only CA. Examples
of negative and positive MCG scans are seen in Fig. 3.

Of the 101 study patients included in the data analysis, mean
age was 56 years, 53.6% were male and 56.5% African American.
See Table 1. A history of myocardial infarction or percutaneous
coronary intervention was found in 9.9% of patients (no patient
associated with no coronary artery obstructive disease with no significant current
w) between the positive red pole and negative blue pole between T wave onset (T-
nt dipole angle deviation (see blue arrow) at T-peak compared to T-onset. 3c) An
significant, near reversal of magnetic pole orientation (see blue arrow) at T-peak
ak (peak of the T wave).



Table 2
Comparison results between 3a) stress test and magnetocardiography scan, and 2b)
coronary angiography and magnetocardiography scan or stress test.

2a. Stress Test Compared to Magnetocardiography Scan Results

ST Negative
(n = 86)

MCG Negative
(n = 67)

MCG Positive
(n = 19)

Stress Echo (n = 48) 40 8
Dob Echo (n = 15) 11 4
Persantine (n = 23) 16 7

ST Positive (n = 11) MCG Positive
(n = 3)

MCG Negative
(n = 8)

Stress Echo (n = 7) 2 5
Dob Echo (n = 1) 0 1
Persantine (n = 3) 1 2

2b. coronary Angiography Compared to Magnetocardiography Scan And Stress
Test Results
Negative CA (n = 10)

Study No. MCG Result Stress Test Type/Result

37 Negative Stress Echo/Positive
38 Negative Stress Echo/Positive
76 Negative Stress Echo/Positive
35 Negative Persantine/Positive
45 Negative No stress test performed
46 Negative No stress test performed

89 Positive Stress Echo/Negative
107 Positive Stress Echo/Positive
71 Positive Persantine/Negative
119 Positive No stress test performed
Positive CA (n = 8)

Study
No.

CA Result MCG
Result

Stress Test Type/
Result

49 75% LAD Positive Stress Echo/Positive
137 90% RCA, 80–90% 1st/3rd

OM
Positive Stress Echo/Negative

141 100% LAD 1st diag Positive Persantine/Positive

101 99% LAD Negative Stress Echo/Positive
64 60% LAD 1st diag Negative Stress Echo/Negative
105 70% LAD, 100% RCA, 80%

LCx
Negative Dob Echo/Positive

120 80% LAD 1st diag Negative Persantine/Positive
121 80% LCx, 50% LAD Negative No stress test

performed

*ST (stress tests).
MCG (magnetocardiography).
CA (coronary angiography).

Table 1
Patient demographics, cardiac history, cardiac risk factors, and stress test information.

Frequency (n=101) Percent

Patient Demographics
Age
Mean age 56
Min age 19
Max age 81

Gender
Male 53 52.47%
Female 47

Ethnicity
White
Black
Other

History of Coronary Artery Disease
MI 7 6.9%
PCI 3 3.0%
CABG 0 0%

History of Other Cardiovascular Disease
Valvular Heart Disease 0 0%
Heart Failure 5 5.0%

Cardiac Risk Factors
Hypertension 42 59.4%
Hyperlipidemia 16 41.6%
Diabetes 40 15.8%
Smoking 37 39.6%
Family History 29 36.6%
�3 Cardiac Risk Factors 60 28.7%

Frequency (n=97) Percent
Stress Test
Stress Echo 55 56.7%
Dobutamine Echo 16 16.5%
Persantine 26 26.8%
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had a history of coronary artery bypass grafting), and 5.0% had a
history of heart failure or valvular heart disease. Mean number of
cardiac risk factors was two and 28.7% had � 3 risk factors for
CAD. Of the 97 ST performed, 55 were stress echocardiograms
(SE), 16 dobutamine echocardiograms (DE), and 27 persantine
stress tests (PST).

Table 2 shows results of MCG scan compared to ST (2a) and
compared to ST and CA (2b) where CA result was used instead of
ST result in patients who underwent both. Of the patients with a
negative ST, a total of 67 patients had a corresponding negative
MCG scan. Of 11 patients with a positive ST, 3 had a corresponding
positive MCG scan. Of the 10 patients with a negative CA, 6 patients
had a corresponding negative MCG and 2 had a corresponding neg-
ative ST. Three patients did not undergo ST, only CA. Of the patients
with a positive CA, 3 had a corresponding MCG scan and 5 had a
corresponding ST. One patient did not undergo ST, only CA. Of
these 8 patients with positive CA, 4 underwent percutaneous inter-
vention, 1 underwent coronary artery bypass grafting and 3 were
treated medically without intervention.

The sensitivity with 95% CI of MCG scans compared to ST was
27.3% [7.3%, 60.7%], specificity 77.8% [67.5%, 85.6%], PPV 13.0%
[3.4%, 34.7%] and NPV 89.7% [80.3%, 95.2%]. See Table 3. The sensi-
tivity with 95% CI of MCG scans compared to ST and CA (where CA
result was used instead of ST result in patients who underwent
both) was 33.3% [7.5%, 70.7%], specificity 78.3% [68.4%, 86.2%],
PPV 13% [5.2%, 29.0%] and NPV 92.3% [88.2%, 95.1%].

No patients underwent ST or CA or had MACE on 30-day follow-
up. On 6-month follow-up, one patient underwent ST (negative)
after an initial positive CA with stenting and two patients under-
went CA (negative); both had corresponding negative MCG and
ST. There were no reported MACE 6-months post discharge. The
30-day ED re-visit rate was 12.9% (13/101). None were admitted,
one patient went to the EDOU for a complaint of dizziness then dis-
charged, the rest were discharged directly from the ED.

4. Discussion

In the ED, identifying which patients with chest pain or other
anginal equivalent symptoms and an initial negative work-up
can be safely discharged is challenging. Placing them in an obser-
vation unit for further diagnostic testing with ST or CA is currently
a common option but does result in the patient staying frequently
overnight in the hospital. Reported pooled ST results including
those of SE, DE and vasodilator nuclear MPI from multiple studies
and meta-analyses show a specificity of 77–82% for detection of
�50% stenosis as defined by quantitative CA. [26] The results of
this study suggest that a resting non-invasive, 90-second MCG
using a novel imaging and analysis system that does not require
a magnetically shielded room shows promise as a feasible and
comparable testing option and continues to evolve. When com-
pared to data from other MCG studies evaluating specificity or
NPV, results from this pilot study are also comparable. Agarwal
et al. reported in a meta-analysis of prospective studies evaluating



Table 3
Comparison of magnetocardiography scan vs. stress test results, and magnetocardio-
graphy scan vs. stress test and coronary angiography results.

MCG Scans (n = 101)
vs.
ST (n = 97)

MCG Scans (n = 101)
vs.
ST (n = 83) + CA (n = 18)

Sensitivity 27.3% [7.3%, 60.7%] 33.3% [7.5%, 70.7%]
Specificity 77.8% [67.5%, 85.6%] 78.3% [68.4%, 86.2%]
PPV 13.0% [3.4%, 34.7%] 13% [5.2%, 29.0%]
NPV 89.7% [80.3%, 95.2%] 92.3% [88.2%, 95.1%]

*ST (stress tests).
CA (coronary angiography).
MCG (magnetocardiography).
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MCG in magnetically shielded and non-shielded rooms for the
detection of CAD a pooled specificity of 77% [27]. The retrospective
study by Kwon et al. [20] used a multichannel MCG system in a
magnetically shielded room with a total imaging time of
<10 min. They found that MCG using this system in acute chest
pain patients with ACS but without ST-elevation ECG changes
had an NPV of 70.4 in a subgroup of 238 patients with negative
biomarkers. Further exclusion of patients with ischemic ECG find-
ings in this subgroup yielded an NPV of 70.7%. The pilot study by
Tolstrup et al. [17] utilized a 36 channel MCG system in a magnet-
ically non-shielded room with an imaging time of six minutes.
They found that in a subgroup of 108 inpatients and outpatients
with chest pain patients with a non-ischemic ECG and biomarkers
the NPV was 86.7%.

Incorporation into the ED workflow of evaluation of chest pain
patients should also be explored. Instead of an extended, often
overnight stay in the ED or OU due to limited availability of cardiac
testing [28], MCG would be completed within minutes and could
potentially be performed 24 h per day. Risks to the patient associ-
ated with ST, including radiation, adverse reactions to pharmaco-
logic and contrast agents, as well as risks associated with
hospitalization would be avoided with a rapid means of evaluating
cardiac function. Furthermore, cost savings to patients and the hos-
pital could be substantial.
5. Limitations

The MCG device used in this pilot study is not portable nor
applicable at bedside. Currently, functional testing performed in
observation units are also not portable nor used at bedside such
as stress testing and coronary CT angiography. Other limitations
were that patients with metal in the chest area were excluded. It
is not known if all metals or objects with a small mass would inter-
fere with the MCG device signal, however in this pilot we chose to
exclude patients with any metal regardless of size to eliminate this
variable. The diameter of the shielding chamber was also a limiting
factor. Patients with larger torsos had incomplete sensor capture
likely due to sensor plate contact with the torso during scanning.

As with any new technology reliant upon computer algorithms,
machine learning may improve accuracy [29]. In this pilot study,
MCG scans were compared to ST or CA using a deep learning com-
puter algorithm which was naïve to recognition of myocardial
ischemia. It could be hypothesized that the software needs further
machine learning to better recognize various forms of negatives
and positives. An example of this is two of the false positive MCG
scans where patients had negative corresponding CA (one had a
corresponding negative PST and no ST was performed in the other
patient). In both these cases, the patients had a low ejection frac-
tion <35%, which is still clinically significant (one patient required
a life vest prior to discharge), however differentiation of non-
ischemic vs. ischemic cardiomyopathy is important. Moreoever,
the small number of positive ST or CA (n = 9) which would be
expected in this population of non-high risk chest pain patients
is a limitation to assessing accuracy as seen in the large sensitivity
or PPV confidence intervals.

This pilot study was not designed to examine the performance
characteristics of a new diagnostic modality, but rather to illustrate
the potential of a new technology in a real-world clinical setting.
Sensitivity and specificity with confidence intervals were calcu-
lated to provide guidance for future studies. Evaluation of MCG
in patients with various risk profiles and prevalence versus just
the population in this study with low prevalence of disease as well
as further development of the computer algorithm is the focus of
ongoing studies. Additionally, further improvements in the device
such as increasing the diameter of the shielding chamber aim to
accommodate patients who were excluded for body habitus.
6. Conclusions

This pilot study suggests that a resting non-invasive, 90-second
MCG scan using a novel imaging and analysis system shows pro-
mise in evaluating EDOU patients for CAS. This warrants further
study as an alternative testing modality compared to current test-
ing to identify patients safe for discharge. Larger studies are
needed to assess accuracy.
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